LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF ADULT LEARNING - Wave 3

Back ground variables
\CA3SENO
\ AUTHNO
W3DAY: Day of interview
W3MONTH: Months of interview
W3YEAR: Year of interview
NOW2FLAG: 1 = get W2 data, 0 = have W2 data
GETW1GED: 1 = Get W1 ABE participation data
GETW2GED: 1 = Get W2 ABE participation data
WORKEVER: 1 = ever had a job
MATCH:
The authorization number you entered does not match
the authorization number. Please reenter the
authorization number:

Calculate
W23WEEKS= (W3MONTH W3YEAR W2MONTH W2YEAR)
Calculate
AGEW3 = W3DAY W3MONTH
W3YEAR - DAY MONTH YEAR

NOMATCH:
The authorization number you entered does not match
the authorization number. Do you wish to override?

CRCMSTNC:
Why are you continuing with this interview?
IN3TERVU:
** ENTER INTERVIEWER NAME: **

1

2

PHONEFTF:
Is this session on the phone or face to face?
1 Phone
2 Face to face
LASTTIME:
As a point of reference for this interview, we last
interviewed you on \W2month of \W2year.
DISP
LASTIME:
As a point of reference for this interview, we last
interviewed you on \W1MONTH of \W1YEAR.
Occasionally we will ask additional questions about the
year between W1MONTH of \W1YEAR and
\W2month of \W2year.
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If NOW2FLAG = 0

If NOW2FLAG = 1

1

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10
11

12

13
14

N=ALL
HH3FOLK:
How many people do you live with in your current
household not including yourself?
NUM
If HH3FOLK = 0
AL3ONE:
Do you live alone?
0 No
1 Yes SKIP TO OTHERSLI
COMMENT: Loop through NUM of
HH3NAM$:
HH3FOLK. The variable labels for each
So we can refer to them later, we need to get the first
person will end in the number of that
name(s) of the people who you are living with now.
person in the household…"$"
FLD
Do not read answers, code reply.
HH3RELA$
Primary caretaking relationship for child
What is \ HH3NAME$'s relationship to you?
is person financially responsible or
1 spouse or domestic partner
person who does daily care. "Child"
2 mother and father
includes offspring under age 22.
3 father only (without siblings)
4 mother only(without siblings)
5 brother(s) and/or sister(s)
6 Child for whom you are a primary caretaker
7 Child for whom you are NOT a primary caretaker
8 Related adults (Grandparents, aunts, uncles)
9 Unrelated adults (friends, housemates or tenants)
HH3ADUL$(1-N)
Yes answer appears on grid as 22.
Is \HH3NAME$ age 22 or older?
0 No
22 Yes
HH3AGE$
If HH3ADUL$=0.
How old is \HH3NAME$?
If less than one year old, put 1.
HL3ASTYR
Did \HH3NAME$ live with you when we interviewed
you last time?
END LOOP
If HH3RELA$ >6 GOTO HH3SCHL$. If HH3RELA$ <6 GOTO VERIFYHH
HH3TIME:
If HH3RELA$ =6 and
Does \HH3NAME live with you full time?
If HH3AGE<22
0 No
1 Yes
HH3SLEEP
If HH3RELA$ =6 and IF HH3TIME=0
How often does \HH3NAME sleep at your home?
1 less than 50% of the time
2 about 50% of the time
3 more than 50% of the time
PRESCHOO:
If HH3RELA$ =6 and If HH3AGE >2
Is \HH3NAME-N in preschool?
and <6
TE3ENHS:
If HH3RELA$ =6 and HH3AGE >=
Has \HH3NAME graduated from high school?
15and <22
0 No
1 Yes
2 Still in regular high school
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3 in alternative school
TE3ENGED
Did \N3AME get a high school diploma or GED?
0 No
1 High school diploma
2. GED
3. DK
TE3ENABE:
Did they participate in a basic education, literacy or
GED preparation class since \W2MONTH of
\W2YEAR?
0 No
1 Yes
DK
TE31NABE:
Did they participate in a basic education, literacy or
GED preparation class between \W1MONTH of
\W1YEAR and \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
0 No
1 Yes
DK
HH3SCHL$:
I: This does not include mandatory K-12 schooling.
Was \:HH3NAME: in a school program since
\W1MONTH of \W1YEAR?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
HH3AEWT1-N:
What kind of program was that?
I: post secondary is any ed after high school. We don't
need details here. Do not read categories, code reply.
1. ABE/ GED
2. Post secondary
3. Other
HH3GRAD:
I: We mean any school program, high school,
community college, voc ed, college, other.
Did \HH3NAME graduate from a school program since
\W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
HH31GRAD:
I: We mean any school program, high school,
community college, voc ed, college, other.
Did \HH3NAME graduate from a school program
between \W1MONTH of \W1YEAR and \W2MONTH
of \W2YEAR?
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If HH3RELA$ =6 and IF TE3ENHS=0

If HH3RELA$ =6 and IF TE3ENHS=0

IF TE3ENHS=0
If NOW2FLAG=1

If HH3RELA$ >6 and if
HH3AGE$>16or If HH3ADUL$= 22
And TE3ENHS$ = 1

If HH3SCHL$: =1

If HH3ADUL$ = 22 or HH3AGE$>16

If NOW2FLAG = 1
If HH3ADUL$ = 22 or HH3AGE$>16

3

22

24
25

26

27

28

29

30

0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
VERIFYHH:
So I would like to check that I have your household
right. You live with
\NAME 1-9 \AGE1-9
Is that correct?
HH3SIZE: calculates household size to include R
OTHERSLI:
How many, if any, other people lived with you for at
least one month since the last time we interviewed
you?
0-99
HH3SPED:
How many years of education did your spouse (partner)
complete?
01 Less then six
06 Six
07 Seventh
08 Eight
09 Ninth
10 Sophomore
11 Junior
12 Did not graduate from high school
13 Got a GED
14 Graduated from high school
15 Two-years or vocational school
16 Some college
17 College graduate
18 DK
HH3SPOCC:
What is that person's main job?
FLD
HH3SPCOD:
Enter Spouses occupation Code from card
CAT
MANYMOVE:
I: Do not count vacation time.
Since the first time we interviewed you in
\W1MONTH of \W1YEAR, how many times have you
moved?
NUM
OU31TOR:
I: Do not count vacation time.
Have you lived out of Oregon between \W1MONTH
of \W1YEAR and \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
0 No
1 Yes
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END LOOP

View grid with all names and ages of
people in household. Make it so
interviewer can simply go back into grid
and make corrections if necessary.
Compute HH3SIZE to include R
ALL

If HH3RELAT = 1 and HL3ASTYR = 0
(New spouse since last year)

If HH3RELAT = 1 and HL3ASTYR = 0

HH3RELAT = 1 and HL3ASTYR = 0

ALL.
Refers to W1 time period

If NOW2FLAG = 1
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GO3NLONG:
I: Do not count vacation time.
How many months were you NOT living in Oregon
between \W1MONTH of \W1YEAR and \W2MONTH
of \W2YEAR?
______Months OR
______weeks
OU3TOFOR:
I: Do not count vacation time.
Have you lived out of Oregon since \W2MONTH of
\W2YEAR?
0 No SKIP TO OWNHOME
1 Yes
GO3NLON2:
I: If W1 to W2 was asked, specify "from \W2MONTH
of \W2YEAR to now".
How many months were you NOT living in Oregon?
______Months OR
______weeks
GONWHY
Why did you move out of OR?
FLD
OWNHOME:
Do you own or rent your home?
1. Own
1. rent
2. Don't pay for housing
3. Institutionalized
4. Other
TRANSPOR:
What is your primary mode of transportation?
I: Code 1 if R owns a motorized vehicle i.e. car, truck,
motorcycle. If not, code primary mode.
1. Own a car
2. Have use of a car
3. Public transportation
4. Other (walking, bicycle, etc)
5. NA
HH3TURB:
The following questions refer to yourself, your family
or anyone in your household that would directly affect
you if something happened.
I: If R lives alone, omit (or household). Prompt: "did it
disrupt their own life?")
Tell me if the following has happened since
\W2MONTH of \W2YEAR.
1. The person(s) most responsible for family income
was unemployed.
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If NOW2FLAG = 1 and
OU31TOR(1)

ALL

IF GO3NLONG not blank

IF OU3TOFOR(1)

ALL

All.

ALL
This will appear in SPSS as
HH3TURB1-7, with 1 being the first
category named by R. etc. Will also be
recoded as 7 Yes/No variables, one for
each condition.
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2. You or someone in your family (or household) had
a major health problem.
3. You or someone in your family (or household) had
legal problems.
4. You or someone in your family (or household) had
a divorce or other major relationship problems.
5. Someone in your family (or household) passed
away.
6. A child came into your life.
EMPLOY1
Now we are going to talk about your work or how you
spend your time currently.
EMPLOY2
Now we are going to talk about your work. Since we
haven't interviewed you since \W1MONTH of
\W1YEAR, I would first like to fill in what happened
in the year between then and \W2MONTH of
\W2YEAR .
JB1TYPNW:
What kind of job did you have when we interviewed
you in \:W1MONTH:
of \:W1Year:
No Job = 000 Job Codes
SA2MEJB:
In \:W2Month: of \:W2Year: did you have the same
\:JOBTYPNW: job you had in \:W1Month: of
\:W1Year:?
0 No SKIP JO2BENDM
1 Yes
2 NA
JB2SAMPA:
In \:W2MONTH of \:W2YEAR were you getting the
same pay and working the same number of hours per
week that you were in \:W1MONTH of \:W1YEAR?
0 No
(Skip MA2NYJOB) 1 Yes
JB2SAMWT:
Note different pay and hours in Wave 2.
String Variable
JO2BENDM:
In what month and year did you end that job?
00 Didn't end (Skip to JO2BTYP1)
Month:
JO2BENDY
Year:
MA2NYJB2:
How many jobs did you have between \:JO2BENDM:
of \:JO2BENDY: and \:W2MONTH of \:W2YEAR?
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If NOW2FLAG = 0 read this and GOTO
PPRENOW
If NOW2FLAG = 1

Alias=JOBTYPNW (this variable pickes
up missing data of type of job R had
when we interviewed them in W1.
Comes up only if "no job" or missing
data for W1 job.
If SA2MEJB = 1,
JB2TYPNW = JOBTYPNOW

If SA2MEJB(1)

If JB2SAMPA(0)

If SA2MEJB (0)

If SA2MEJB (0) or JB2TYPNW (000)
If SA2MEJB(0)
Includes job at W2.
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If SA2MEJB(1) or JOBTYPNW(000)
MA2NYJOB:
Count W2 same job as W1 as 1. Omit
How many additional jobs did you have in the year
(additional) if NOT
between \:W1MONTH: of \:W1YEAR: and
at same job. Do not include job at W1.
\:W2MONTH: of \:W2YEAR:?
0-99
No job or same job from W1 to W2
If MA2NYJOB = 0 and JB2TYPNW = 000 (no job) go to HH2INCM
If MA2NYJOB = 0 and JB2TFLAG not blank go to EM2PLOYD
If MA2NYJOB= 1 and SA2MEJB=1Goto HH2INCM
MA2NYJB2 alias MA2NYJOB
If SA2MEJB(0) and JOBTYPNW#001JO2BTYP1:
999]
What type of job did you have after the one you had in
JOB CODES
\W1MONTH of \W1YEAR?
JO2BTYP1 Alias JO2BTYP1
If SA2MEJB = 0
JB2LONG1:
How many weeks were you at that job since
\W1MONTH of \W1YEAR?
0-52
HR2WK1:
And how many hours a week did you usually work?
0-168
WKWGPER1:
Did you get paid by the hour, day, week, or month?
1 Hour
2 Day
3 Week
4 Two week
5 Month
6 Year
HRWAGE1:
What was your rate of pay at that job?
0-99999
If MA2NYJOB =1 GOTO CR2JOB
JB2TYP$a:
What type of job was the one you had after that?
I: CODE FROM CARD
JB2LONG$a:
How many weeks were you at that job?
0-52
HRWK$a:
And how many hours a week did you usually work?
1 to 80
WKWGPER$a:
Do you get paid by the hour, day, week, or month?
1 Hour
2 Day
3 Week
wave3v3.doc
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4 Two week
4 Month
5 Year
55

HRWAGE$a:
What was your rate of pay at that job?

End LOOP

56

CR2JOB:
Were you working that job a year after we first
interviewed you (that would be in \:W2MONTH: of
\:W2YEAR:)?
0 No
1 Yes
WCHJOB:
What job were you doing in \:W2Month: of
\:W2Year:?

If CR2JOB = 1
JB2TYPNW = LASTJB2

57

58

59

EM2PLOYD:
At that time (\:W2Month: of \:W2Year:) were you...?
I: Read all, mark one closest choice.
1 Working Full time, that is 35 hours or more
2 Working Part-time, that is 1 to 30 hours
3 Working two or more part time jobs, totaling 35 or
more hours
4 Working a full time, and a part time job at the same
time
5 Not working
6 Don't remember
HH2INCM:
As best as you can REMEMBER, what was your total
family income in the 12 months between \W1MONTH
and \W1Year and \W2MONTH and \W2Year? Please
include income from all sources for all family
members, such as salaries or other earnings, interest,
rent from non-family members, and support from
government programs.
Was it…
I: Read categories
(SKIP IN2COMA) 1 Less than $5,000?
(SKIP IN2COMB) 2 Over $,5000 but less than
$20,000?
(SKIP IN2COMC) 3 Over 20,000 but less than 30,000
(SKIP IN2COMD) 4 Over 30,000 but less than
40,000?
(SKIP IN2COME) 5 Over $40,000
6 DK GOTO NOWEMP
7 REF GOTO NOWEMP
IN2COMA:
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If CR2JOB=0
JOB CODES
If CR2JOB =0
JB2TYPNW = WCHJOB
If EM2PLOYD = 5
JB2TYPNW = 000 (no job)
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1 none
2 less than $1000
3 1000 to 2,999
4 3000 to 4,999
IN2COMB:
7 5,000 to 7,499
8 7500 to 9999
9 10,000-14999
10 15000-19999
IN2COMC:
1 20,000-24,999
2 25,000-29,999
IN2COMD:
17 30,000-34,999
18 35,000-39,999
IN2COME:
1 40,000 – 49,999
2 50,000 – 59,999
3 60,000 or over
NOWEMP:
Now we are going to talk about your employment
between now and \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR.
PRENOW:
But first, could you tell me (again) what kind of job
you had in \:W2MONTH: of \:W2YEAR:?
WK312MO:
How many months did you work during the past 12
months?
0-52 WEEKS
WEEKSNOT: calculated (52- WK312MO)
WK312MOV:
So you DID NOT work for \WEEKSNOT weeks?
0 WRONG go to wk312mo
1 RIGHT
WK3UNEM:
Of the weeks you were not employed, what were you
doing?
1 Looking for work
2 In school or training
3 Keeping house/caring for children
4 Retired
5 Volunteering
6 Vacation
7 Ill or disabled
8 Doing something else
If WEEKSNOT >50 GOTO WRKOUTOR
EMPLOYED:
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If NOW2FLAG = 1

If JB2TYPNW is missing at this point,
PRENOW picks up the value
Alias=JB2TYPNW
JOB CODE
ALL
Enter as WEEKS. DO include paid time
off for vacations or sick. PAID time =
Work time.
Verifies accuracy of above calculation

If WEEKSNOT >0
READ ALL AND CODE ALL THAT
APPLY - will generate multiple variables
for this question.

In a job that pays money. Prompt for self
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employed: Are you working for someone
Are you currently employed?
else or just for yourself?
0 No ( SKIP TO JO3BEND)
1 Working for someone else
2 Self employed
3 Both self employed & working for someone else.
If EMPLOYED= 0 and JB2TYPNW= 000 and WK312MO >0 Goto JO3BENDM
If EMPLOYED= 0) and JB2TYPNW= 000 and WK312MO =0 Goto READADV
If EMPLOYED >0
WK3WRK:
Read all, mark one closest choice.
Do you work:
1. Full time, that is 35 hours or more
2. Part-time, that is 1 to 30 hours.
3. Two or more part time jobs, totaling 35 or more
hours
4. A full time, and a part time job at the same time
If EMPLOYED >1
SELFEMP:
Is your self employment your primary source of
income?
0 No
1 Yes
BUSINESS:
If EMPLOYED >1
How many, if any, other people do you employ? 0-100
LRNBUSNS:
If EMPLOYED >1
How did you learn about your business?
Learning business might mean how to do
1. Previous work
skill or how to run a business. Code all
2. Friends or relatives
that apply.
3. Professional/business mentor
This will generate variables
4. Class
LRNBUSN1- LRNBUSN7
5. Self study
6. Trial and error
7. Other
SA3MEJOB:
If EMPLOYED(1-3) and JB2TYPNW is
Do you have the same job now doing \: JB2TYPNW as not missing or 000
you just mentioned you had in \W2MONTH of
\W2YEAR?
If JB2TYPNW = 000 (no job)
0 No
SA3MEJOB = 0
1 Yes
MOREJOBS:
If SA3MEJOB =1
Did you have any additional jobs since \:W2MONTH:
of \:W2YEAR:?
0 No (Skip BE3NEFIT)
1 Yes (Skip MA3NYJOB)
JO3BENDM:
If SA3MEJOB = 0 or Employed = 0.
When did the job you had in \W2MONTH of
\W2YEAR end?
Month_______
JO3BENDY:
If SA3MEJOB = 0 or Employed = 0.
Year_________
MA3NYJB2:
If SA3MEJOB=0 and WK312MO > 0
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Includes current job.
How many jobs, have you had since \:JO3BENDM: of
\:JO3BENDY:?
0-9
If Employed= 0 and MA3NYJB2 > 0, Goto PREJO3B
If SA3MEJOB= 1
MA3NYJOB:
Includes current job. Does NOT include
How many jobs, have you had since \W2MONTH of
job at W2
\W2YEAR?
MA3NYJB2 Alias MA3NYJOB
0-9
If EMPLOYED = 0 and MA3NYJOB>0 GOTO JOBTYP1 (If not currently working, but have
worked in last year)
If EMPLOYED >0 and SA3MEJOB=0
JB3TYPNW:
R's own words, short answer. If working
What kind of job do you have now?
more than one job concurrently, current
job is primary job is job with most
number of hours per week.
JB3TYPCD:
JOB CODE
JO3BSTRTM:
If EMPLOYED(1-3) and SA3MEJOB(0)
When did \JB3TYPNW start?
Month_______
JO3BSTRTY:
If EMPLOYED(1-3) and SA3MEJOB(0)
Year_________
JO3BPERM:
If EMPLOYED(1-3) and SA3MEJOB(0)
Is this a permanent, temporary or seasonal job?
A temporary job is when you know it will
1 Permanent
end within the year - either by your own
2 Temporary
or the employer's choice
3 Permanent job with temporary agency
4 Seasonal
5 DK
BE3NEFIT:
If EMPLOYED(1-3)
Which of the following benefits, if any, do you get at
Read all and check all that apply.
your current job?
Variables will be generated from this
1. Sick leave
question: BE3NEFI1- BE3NEFI9
2. Paid vacation
3. Medical insurance (includes Dental if they
have it)
4. Childcare
5. Pay for education or time off to go to school
6. Wage Incentives such as bonuses, stock
options or commissions
7. Retirement plan
8. Other
9. None
PAYRATE:
If EMPLOYED(1-3)
What is your rate of pay?
CR3WGPER:
If R is unable to give an hourly rate, this
Check what unit of time the pay rate refers to:
item gives the interviewer the flexibility
1 Hour
to use R's frame of reference.
2 Day
wave3v3.doc
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3 Week
4 Two week
5 Month
6 Year
If CR3WGPER>1 GOTO CRWKDYS
CR3WKHRS:
If CR3WGPER=1
How many hours did you work last week?
If CR3WGPER=1
OVERTIME:
Do you work overtime at a different rate of pay?
0 No SKIPTO CR3WKWAG
1 Yes
OVERATE:
If OVERTIME =1
How much do you make per hour for overtime work?
OVERHOUR:
If OVERTIME =1
How many hours of overtime did you work last week?
WK3AVHRS:
If MA3NYJOB = 1 and EMPLOYED >0
For the past 12 months, what was the average number
(current job is only job)
of hours you worked per week?
CRWKDYS:
How many days did you work last week?
NUM
WK3DAYS:
If MA3NYJOB = 1 and EMPLOYED >0
Is this the same number of days per week you have
(current job is only job)
averaged over the past 12 months?
0 No
1Yes
AV3WKDYS:
If WK3DAYS (0)
What was the average number of days a week you’ve
worked over the past 12 months?
CR3WKWAG (currrent weekly wage) calculate :
If WK3PER1 = 1
(PAYRATE * CR3WKHRS) + (OVERATE* OVERHOUR).
or If WK3PER1 = 2
\ CR3WKWAG = PAYRATE * DA3YWK1.
Or If WK3PER1 = 3
\CR3WKWAG = PAYRATE
Or If WK3PER1 = 4
\CR3WKWAG = PAYRATE/2.
Or If WK3PER1 = 5
\CR3WKWAG = PAYRATE/4.
Or If WK3PER1 = 6
\CR3WKWAG = PAYRATE/52.
CR3VERFA:
Calculate =
So last week, would you say your gross pay was
approximately \CR3WKWAG?
0 No
1 Yes (SKIP TO AV3WAG12)
CR3VERFB:
If CR3VERFA = 0
I'm sorry, what was your gross weekly wage?
Make note to explain discrepancy. If
wave3v3.doc
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AV3WAG12:
Would you say this is about the same you made every
week you worked in the past 12 months?
0 No
1 Yes (SKIP TO CATCH)
WK3AVWG:
For the past 12 months, what was your average gross
weekly wage?
0-9999.99
WK3AVWGV:
1 Gross
2 Net
CATCH:
If MA3NYJOB =1 and EMPLOYED>0 GOTO
PREJO3B
JO3BTY01:
What type of job was the most recent job you had?
string
JO3BCO01:
Code job
JO3BLN01:
How many weeks were you at that job since
\:W2MONTH: of \:W2year:?
0-99
DA3YWK01:
How many days a week did you usually work?
0-7
HR3WK01:
And how many hours a week did you usually work?
0-168
HR3WAG01:
What was your rate of pay?
0-999999.99
WK3PER01:
1 Hour
2 Day
3 Week
4 Two week
5 Month
6 Year
Calculate WEEKWG01 (weekly wage for most recent
job)
VERIHR01:
So your gross weekly wage was \:Weekwg01:?
0 No
wave3v3.doc

worked 2 jobs concurrently, note and
adjust weekly wage.
Gross = "before any deductions"
If MA3NYJOB = 1 and EMPLOYED(13)

If AV3WAG12(0)
(If cur job is only job)

(No more jobs to report)

This Q asked only if not currently
employed but had worked since previous
interview.
This Q asked only if not currently
employed but had worked since previous
interview.
This Q asked only if not currently
employed but had worked since previous
interview.
This Q asked only if not currently
employed but had worked since previous
interview.
This Q asked only if not currently
employed but had worked since previous
interview.
This Q asked only if not currently
employed but had worked since previous
interview.
This Q asked only if not currently
employed but had worked since previous
interview.

This Q asked only if not currently
employed but had worked since previous
interview.
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121

1 Yes
If VERIHR01 =0
JOBVER01:
I'm sorry, what was your average gross weekly wage at This Q asked only if not currently
employed but had worked since previous
that \:JO3BTY01: job?
interview.
0-99999.99
If MA3NYJOB =1 and EMPLOYED= 0 GOTO WRKOUTOR
If (MA3NYJOB > 2 and EMPLOYED
JO3BTYP$:
>0) Loop to enumerate each job in
What type of job was the one you had before that?
MA3NYJOB. The ending number of the
String
variable label refers to the job in
sequence.
JO3BCOD$:
JOB CODE HANDCARD
JO3BLNG$:
How many weeks were you at that job?
0-99
DA3YWK$:
How many days a week did you usually work?
0-7
HR3WK$:
And how many hours a week did you usually work?
0-168
HR3WAGE$:
What was your rate of pay at that job?
0-999999.99
WK3PER$:
Interviewer - mark appropriate unit.
Do you get paid by the hour, day, week, or month?
1 Hour
2 Day
3 Week
4 Two week
5 Month
Weekwg$ = Calculates Weekly wage
VRHRWG$ :
Calculate \WEEKWG$
So your gross weekly wage was \weekwg$?
0 No
END LOOP
1 Yes
JOBVER$a::
If VRHRWG$ = 0
I: Note correct amount and explain difference.
I'm sorry, so what was your gross weekly wage for that
\JO3BTYP$ job?
END LOOP
0-99999.99
JO3BW:
If JO3BTY$a = JB2TYPNW
Was this the same job doing \:JB2TYPNW you had in
\:W2MONTH of \:W2YEAR?
0 No
1 Yes
WRKOUTOR:
If MA3NYJOB >0
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123

124

125

126
127
128
129
130
131
132
131
132
133

Since January of 1997, have you worked outside of
Oregon?
0 No
GOTO WORKENVI
1 Yes
OUTORWKS:
How many weeks did you work outside of Oregon?

OUTORPAY:
What was your average weekly gross pay during those
weeks working out of Oregon?
0-99999.99
DK
If WEEKSNOT >=48 GOTO READADV
WORK ENVIRONMENT
Now I’d like to talk about the opportunities for learning
you may have at work. These questions refer to your
current job/ your primary job/your most recent job .
JO3BACT$a:
I am going to read a list of activities people sometimes
do on the job. Please tell me yes if you do that activity
and then refer to this hand card for how often you do it.
At your current job (or job that you have had in the last
year if you are currently not working) do you ever…
a) ever read policy and safety documents
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO3BACTX
JO3BX$a:
How often do you…..
1 Every Day
2 A few times a week
3 Once a week
4 Less than once a week
5 Rarely
b) read or write work orders, schedules, forms
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO3BACTX
c) read reports
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO3BACTX
d) read or write email
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO3BACTX
e) find information on the internet
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO3BACTX
f) read a computer screen or enter information into the
computer
0 No - go to next item
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If WRKOUTOR = 1
If R gives months or years, calculate and
enter weeks. Consolidate all time periods
to get one cumulative figure.
If WRKOUTOR = 1

If WEEKSNOT<48
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134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142

143

144

145
146
147
148
149

150

1 Yes ask JO3BACTX
g) handle money, use cash register
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO3BACTX
h) write directions for someone else
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO3BACTX
i) use or read training materials or manuals
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO3BACTX
j) do math
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO3BACTX
JL3ITX:
I: Think about adding up in minutes over the whole
day. Prompt with items that said they do above
Think of a typical day at work and the activities we
have just talked about. How much time in total do you
spend reading, writing, and doing math?
0-999 minutes
JOBENV:
Scramble order of jobenv1-jobenv11
I am going to read some statements that might describe
your work day at your current or most recent job.
Please tell me if you
I: Give Agree/Disagree hand card to R and read it,
pointing to each item.
1) Disagree strongly
2) Disagree somewhat
3) Neither agree or disagree
4) Agree somewhat
5) Agree Strongly
JOBENV1:
At work I do/did pretty much the same routine every
day.
JOBENV2:
I have/had many changes in activities during the day
JOBENV3:
I learn/learned something new on the job most days
JOBENV4:
Work is/was stimulating and interesting
JOBENV5:
I enjoy/enjoyed being with most co-workers
JOBENV6:
I talk/talked with co-workers about things not related to
work
JOBENV7:
After work I don't/didn’t have energy for other
activities

wave3v3.doc
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151

152
153
154
155

156

157

158
159
160
161
162
163
164

165

167

JOBENV8:
I often feel/felt mentally challenged by what I have to
do at work
JOBENV8:
I feel/felt comfortable with my ability to do my job
JOBENV9:
My job is/was a stepping stone to other opportunities
JOBENV10:
I plan to grow in my current/future work as a career
JOBENV11:
Other than making money, my job isn't/wasn’t very
important to me.
JO3BLRN:
Now we are going to talk about any training you might
have received at work after the first few weeks of the
job.
Since \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR did you participate
in any training or education, including courses,
workshops, formal on-the-job training or
apprenticeships:
0. No
Skip to JL3ITSKL
1 Yes
TRNOPP:
I'm going to read a list of types of training, please tell
me yes or no for each.
Did this training or education include instruction
intended to:
TRNOPPA:
Improve your English reading skills?
TRNOPPB:
Improve your English writing skills?
TRNOPPC:
Improve your arithmetic or math skills?
TRNOPPD:
Improve your computer skills?
TRNOPPE:
Help you communicate or work better with coworkers?
TRNOPPD:
Learn skills specific to your job?
TRNOPPE:
Learn management or supervisor skills?
0. No
1 Yes
TRAINNUM:
How many training / educational courses did you
participate in?
WHOPROPT:
Did your employer provide you with this opportunity
wave3v3.doc

This does not include initial learning the
job type of training.

If JO3BLRN = 1
This set of questions is from the NAAL
draft instrument

If JO3BLRN = 1
NAAL
If JO3BLRN = 1
NAAL
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168

169

170

171

172

173

174

or did you arrange it for yourself?
1. Employer
2. Self
3. Both
4. other
EMPREQ:
Did your employer require you to participate in this
training or education?
0 No
1 Yes
2 NA
EMPPAY:
Did your employer pay at least part of the cost of this
training for education?
0 No
1 Yes
JOBRDSKL:
Do (did) you feel your reading skills are (were) good
enough for your current (last) job?
0 No
1 Yes
2 Don't use these at job
3 DK
READADV:
Do you think your reading skills limit your job
opportunities --for example, to get a (promotion or a
different) job you would like to have?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
JOBWTSKL:
Do (did) you feel your writing skills are (were) good
enough for your current (last) job?
0 No
1 Yes
2 Don't use these at job
3 DK
WRITADV:
Do you think your writing skills limit your job
opportunities -for example, to get a (promotion or a
different) job you would like to have?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
JL3MATH:
Do (did) you feel your math skills are (were) good
enough for your current (last) job?
0 No
1 Yes
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If WHOPROPT = 1
NAAL

If EMPREQ = 0 NAAL
Costs might include tuition
reimbursement, on or off site company
training, paid time while you
participated, materials.
Probe for # 2 if they say yes or seem
unsure“ do/did you need to read at your
job at all?
NAAL

ALL
NAAL

If MA3NYJOB>0
Probe for # 2 if they say yes or seem
unsure“ do/did you need to write at your
job at all?
NAAL

ALL
NAAL

If MA3NYJOB>0
Probe for # 2 if they say yes or seem
unsure“ do/did you need to do math at
your job at all.
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176

177
178

179
180

181

182

183

2 Don't use these at job
3 DK
MATHADV:
Do you think your math skills limit your job
opportunities --for example, to get a (promotion or a
different) job you would like to have?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
If MA3NYJOB = 0 GOTO JO3BGOAL
EMPLABE:
Does your employer provide employees with
opportunities to improve their reading, writing and
math skills?
0. No
1. Yes
2. DK
EMPLRNHW:
How? Can you give an example?
JOLRNOWN
Are there things that you do at work on your own to
make your job more interesting and to develop your
skills?
0.No
1. Yes
2. NA
OWNLRNHW:
How? Can you give an example?
JO3BSAT:
How satisfied are you with your job. Today, would
you say you are...
1 very dissatisfied
2 somewhat dissatisfied
3 somewhat satisfied
4 very satisfied
JO3BADVC:
Are there any opportunities for promotion or a raise
beyond the cost of living at your present job?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
JO3BGOAL
When we interviewed you last \W2MONTH of
\W2YEAR you said that, given the opportunity you
would \:JBGLWHT. Would you say you still have the
same goal or different goals?
1 same SKIP TO JOGOALIM
2 different SKIP TO JB3GLWHT
JO3BGLW1 :
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NAAL
ALL
NAAL

For example, supporting them to go to
classes, arranging tutoring or other
assistance

If EMPLABE = 1

If JOLRNOWN = 1
If currently employed

If SA3MEJOB = 0 or (SA3MEJOB = 1
and JO2BADVC = 0)
(If they have a new job or have the same
job as W2 but said they didn't have
opportunities to advance then.)
If NOW2FLAG=0
Same data location for JO3BGOAL and
JO3BGLW1

If JBGLWHT = missing data
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185

186

187

188

189
190
191
192

193
194

When we interviewed you last \W1MONTH of
\W1YEAR you said that, given the opportunity you
would \:ANYJOB:. Would you say you still have the
same goal or different goals?
1 same SKIP TO JOGOALIM
2 different SKIP TO JB3GLWHT
JB3GLWHT:
What is your new goal?
GOTO JOGOALIM
JO3BGLW2:
If you had the opportunity, what kind of work would
you like to do?
JOGOALIM:
How important to you is achieving this?
1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very important at this time
JB3GLSTP:
Since \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR, what steps, if any,
have you taken, toward that goal?
0 None
String
PRESTRAT:
Thank you. Now we would like to talk about your
learning experiences. Some of these questions are
about classes you may have taken and some are about
learning that you may have experienced at home or in
other activities.
BO3OKED:
Have you set out to learn anything by reading a book,
magazine, or manual since \W2MONTH of
\W2YEAR?
0 NO SKIP TO CH3ANGR
1 Yes
BO3OKEDW:
What was it that you set out to learn most recently by
reading a book, magazines or manuals?
BO3OKEDT (topic)
BO3OKEDB (Type of material)
CH3ANGR
Compared to last \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR, have
you noticed any changes in your use of reading, in
your reading ability, in your reading interests, or your
confidence in reading?
0 No SKIP TO TU3TORED
1 Yes
2 DK
RE3ADBTR:
Do you think you read worse, the same or better now
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(If have W1 data and no W2 data)
Same data location for JO3BGOAL and
JO3BGLW1

If JO3BGOAL=2 or JO3BGLW1 = 2
Same data location for JO3BGLW2 and
JB3GLWHT
If JBGLWHT and ANYJOB = missing
Same data location for JO3BGLW2 and
JB3GLWHT
ALL
References new work goal or objective.

If JOGOALIM very or somewhat
important
This refers to the newest goal.

ALL

ALL

If BO3OKED =1
Write in topic and whether it was a book,
magazine or manual,
Set up as grid
Topic________type (book)_
ALL

If CH3ANGR >0
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195

196

197

198

199

200

201

202

compared to last \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
1 Worse
2 Same
3 Better
4 NA
RE3BTRH$:
Better how?
1. Faster
2. More confident
3. Read aloud with out making too many errors
4. Understand better
5. other
RE3WRSH$:
Worse how?
1. Slower
2. less confident
3. more errors
4. less Understanding
5. other
RE3ADMR:
Do you read less often, the same or more often now
compared to last \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
1 Less
2 Same
3 More
4 NA
RE3DKIND:
Do you read the same or different kinds of things now?
0 same
1 different
2 DK
RE3ADHWB:
Would you say you noticed changes in your reading at
home, at work or both?
1 Home
2 Work
3 Both
RE3ADY$:
Why do you think your reading has changed?
1 because of classes I took
2 self-study or practice
3 more/less use at work
4 more/less use at home
5 other
RE3ADYO:
Specify
FLD
TU3TORED
Since \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR, have you set out to
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If READBTR = 3
Read all, Mark all that apply
Will generate variables RE3BTRH1-5

If READBTR = 1
Read all, Mark all that apply
Will generate variables RE3WRSH1-5

If CH3ANGR >0

If CH3ANGR >0

If EMPLOYED >0
If CH3ANGR >0

If CH3ANGR >0
Do not read. Mark all that apply.
Will generate variables RE3ADY1-5

If RE3ADY=5

ALL
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204

205

206

207

208

209

210

learn something with a tutor or with a friend or family
member?
0 No SKIP TO CH3NGM
1 Yes
TU3TREDX:
Since \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR, how many times
have you set out to learn something with a friend or
family member?
TU3TRWT:
What was it that you set out to learn most recently with
someone?
CH3NGM
Compared to \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR, have you
noticed any changes in your use of math, in your math
ability, in your math interests, or your confidence in
doing math?
0 NO SKIP TO VO3CED
1 Yes
2 DK/ Not sure
MA3THBTR:
Compared to last \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR, do you
think you do math better, worse or about the same?
1 Worse
2 Same
3 Better
4 NA
MA3BTRH$:
Better how, would you say…
1. Faster
2. More accurate
3. Easier
4. other
MA3WRSH$:
1. Slower
2. Less accurate
3. Harder
4. Other
MATHMR:
How often do you do math now compared to last
\W2MONTH of \W2YEAR, less, the same or more?
1 Less
2 Same
3 More
4 NA
MA2THKIN:
Would you say you do the same kinds of math or
different kinds of math now compared to last
\W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
0 same
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If TU3TORED =1

If TU3TORED =1

ALL

If CH3NGM > 0

If MA3THBTR = 3
Read all, Mark all that apply
Will generate variables MA3BTRH1-5

If MA3THBTR = 1
Read all, Mark all that apply
Will generate variables MA3WRSH1-5

If CH3NGM > 0
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212

213

214

215
216

217

218

1 different
2 DK
MA3THHWB:
Have you noticed changes in your math at home, at
work or both?
1 Home
2 Work
3 Both
MA3THY$:
Why do you think your math has changed?
1. because of classes I took
2. self-study or practice
3. more/less use at work
4. more/less use at home
5. other
MA3THO:
Specify
VO3CED:
Have you taken any classes to learn job skills (such as
computer classes, mechanics or cosmetology) since
\W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
0 No SKIPTO CH3NGW
1 Yes
VO3CEDX:
How many courses have you taken?
0-99
VO3CEDWT
What was the most recent course you took?
CH3NGW
Compared to \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR, have you
noticed any changes in your use of writing, in your
writing ability, your writing interest, or your
confidence in writing?
0 No
Skip to RE3CED
1 Yes
2. DK/Not sure
WR3TBTR:
Do you think you write better, about the same, or worse
now compared to last \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
1 Worse
2 Same
3 Better
4 NA
WR3BTRH$:
Better how?
1. Penmanship
2. Typing or keyboarding
3. Spelling and vocabulary
4. Punctuation and grammar
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If CH3NGM > 0
If EMPLOYED >0

If CH3NGM > 0
Do not read. Mark all that apply.
Will generate variables MA3THY1-5

If MA3THY =5
ALL
I: PROBE - we mean different courses,
not class sessions. EG: computer classes,
cosmetology.

If VO3CED = 1

If VO3CED = 1
ALL
This includes handwriting, typing,
keyboarding as well as composing

IF CH3NGW >0

If WR3TBTR = 3
Read all, mark all that apply
Will generate variables WR3BTRH1-7
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222

223

224

225

226

5. Composition
6. Confidence
7. other
WR3WRSH$:
Worse how, would you say…
1. Penmanship
2. Typing or keyboarding
3. Spelling and vocabulary
4. Punctuation and grammar
5. Composition
6. Confidence
7. other
WRTMR:
How often do you write now compared to last
\W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
1 Less
2 Same
3 More
4 NA
WRITKIND:
Do you write different kinds of things or the same
kinds of things now compared to last \W2MONTH of
\W2YEAR?
0 Same
1 Different
2 DK
WR3THWB:
Would you say you noticed changes in your writing at
home, at work or both?
1 Home
2 Work
3 Both
WR3ITY$:
Why do you think your writing has changed?
1. because of classes I took
2. self-study or practice
3. more/less use at work
4. more/less use at home
5. other
WR3ITO:
Specify
FLD
RE3CED:
Have you taken any courses for recreation, hobbies or
special interest since \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
0 No SKIP TO TVEDSHW1
1 Yes
RE3CEDX:
How many courses have you taken?
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If WR3TBTR = 1
Read all, mark all that apply
Will generate variables WR3WRSH1-7

IF CH3NGW >0

IF CH3NGW >0

IF CH3NGW >0
If EMPLOYED >0

If CH3NGM > 0
Do not read. Mark all that apply.
Will generate variables WR3ITY1-5

If WR3ITY =5

ALL

If RE3CED = 1
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0-99
TVEDSHW1
I am going to read you a list of Educational television
programs, tell me whether or not you have ever seen
each program.
Have you seen any GED shows?
0 No
1 Yes
TVEDSHX1:
I: Use EVERYDAY handcard
How often do you watch the GED show?
1. Everyday
2. A few times a week
3. Once a week
4. Less than once a week
5. Rarely
TVEDSHW3 :
Have you seen TV 411?
0 No
1 Yes
TVEDSHX3:
How often do you watch TV 411?
TV411:
What do you remember about that show?
TVEDSHW5 :
Have you seen Crossroads Cafe?
0 No
1 Yes
TVEDSHX4:
How often do you watch Crossroads Cafe?
OTHERSHO:
Are there any other shows educational shows, that you
watch?
0. No
1. Yes
2. N/A
NAMESHOW:
Are there any other educational shows, that you watch?

236

INTROGED:
Now we are going to talk about high school completion
programs.

237

HS312MO:
Were you enrolled in any regular or alternative high
school programs since we interviewed you last time?
0 No
wave3v3.doc

ALL

If TVEDSHW1 = 1

ALL

If TVEDSHW3 = 1
If TVEDSHW3 = 1
TEXT data not in SPSS
ALL

If TVEDSHW5 = 1
ALL

If OTHERSHO = 1
We will accept such answers as TLC,
Discovery channel, History channel,
OPB, etc
ALL
The next series related to the important
outcome measures of education
attainment. They are PATTERNS OVER
TIME.
If AGEW3 <22
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241

242
243
244

245
246
247
248

249

1 Yes - Regular high school
2 Yes - Alternative high school
HSDGED:
Have you received a high school diploma , GED or
high school equivalency?
0 No
1 Yes
If HSDGED= 0 GOTO PSE2YEAR
WHENGEDM:
When did you get your (diploma) certificate?
Month
WHENGEDY:
Year
GEDCHNG: I: Give R AGREE/DISAGREE hand card
and read it to them, pointing out the items.
I am going to read a list of statements. Please use this
handcard to tell me if you Agree or Disagree with each
statement.
Getting your GED/Degree has…
GEDCHNG 1:
Changed the way you see or feel about yourself
1. Disagree Strongly
2. Disagree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree Somewhat
5. Agree Strongly
GEDCHNG2:
Changed the way other people see or feel about you.
GEDCHNG 3:
Given you more control or direction over your life
GEDCHNG 4:
Improved your skills in a certain area or given you a
better understanding of certain subjects
GEDCHNG 5:
Helped you explore or prepare for a new job or career
GEDCHNG 6:
Helped you get a promotion
GEDCHNG7:
Helped you increase your income
GEDCHNG8:
Improved your ability to help children with their school
work
PSECRNT:
Since \WHENGED have you taken any college classes,
not including courses to improve your reading, writing
or math skills?
0 No Skip to COLLEGE
1 Yes
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ALL

If HSDGED = 1

If HSDGED = 1
If HSDGED = 1
(If they DO have a GED)

IF WEEKSNOT <50
Ask only if employed in past 12 months
IF WEEKSNOT <50
Ask only if employed in past 12 months
HH3RELAT1-N =6

If HSDGED =1
We are not talking about ABE classes.
Probe: not including courses to improve
your reading, writing or math skills.
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253

254

255

256

Currently enrolled

PSEMANY:
About how many college credits have you earned/are
you enrolled in?
COLLEGE:
Do you want to go to college?
0 No
1 Yes
If COLLEGE = 0 GOTO INTRO SELF ED
PSE2YEAR:
I am very likely to take classes towards a 2 year degree
or training for a trade.
1. Disagree Strongly
2. Disagree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree Somewhat
5. Agree Strongly
PSEBA:
I am very likely to take classes towards a four year
degree.
1. Disagree Strongly
2. Disagree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree Somewhat
5. Agree Strongly
PSEGOAL:
How important is this goal to you, would you say
1) Not important at this time
2) Somewhat important
3) Very important
PSESTEP$:
What steps, if any, have you taken toward this goal?
Have you…
1) Talked to others who might know about college
2) Set goals for your education
3) Investigated educational requirements for career
goals
4) Found out about schools and how to apply
5) Looked into financial aid
6) Applied to a school
7) Registered for classes or started taking classes
8) Other
9) None
PREGED:
Now we want to go over any adult education classes
wave3v3.doc

If PSECRNT >0

If HSDGED = 1 and PSECRNT=0

ALL
Examples of 2 year - electrician,
massage therapist, medical assistant

ALL

If COLLEGE = 1 or PSE2YEAR >3 or
PSEBA >3

If PSEGOAL >1 and HSDGED = 1
Read all, mark all that apply
Will generate variables PSESTEP1-9

ALL
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you may have taken since last time we interviewed
you.
If NOW2FLAG = 0 GOTO GE3DCRNT
PREW2GED:
First I need you to think back to the year between
W1MONTH of \W1YEAR and \W2MONTH of
\W2YEAR.
GE2D12M:
Did you take any courses to prepare for a GED or
improve your reading, writing or math skills between
\W1MONTH of \W1YEAR and W2MONTH of
W2YEAR?
0 No SKIP TO TRANSTO
1 Yes
GEMANYTI
How many courses did you take between
\W1MONTH of \W1YEAR and \W2MONTH of
W2YEAR?
NUM
GEDTIWKS:
For how many weeks did you attended classes between
\W1MONTH of \W1YEAR and \ W2MONTH of
W2YEAR?
NUM
GEDTIHRS:
How many hours a week did you usually attend classes
between \W1MONTH of \W1YEAR and \ W2MONTH
of W2YEAR?

ST2OPED:
Did you stop going to a class between \W1MONTH of
\W1YEAR and \ W2MONTH of W2YEAR?
0 NO GOTO TRANSTO
1 YES
YS2TPABE:
Why did you stop attending the last program you were
in?
10 Any school reason
11 Term ended
12 transferred to another program
13 continued on own
14 Problem with teacher/tutor
15 Conflict with other students
16 Not learning enough or fast enough
17 Met goals or GOT A GED
20 Any work reason
21 Work schedule
22 Got a job
30 Any family reason
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If NOW2FLAG=1

If NOW2FLAG=1

If NOW2FLAG=1
And GE2D12M=1

MOVED Q
If NOW2FLAG=1 And GE2D12M=1
Get cumulative total for all classes in the
year. There are 11 weeks to a term at
PCC. If less than 1week, mark 1.
If NOW2FLAG=1 And GE2D12M=1
Get average for all classes in the year.
Probe to be sure it is total hours per
week, not hours in a day. You may have
to walk R through figuring this out based
on hours per day and days per week.
If GE2DEVR =1 or GEDEVER >0

If ST3OPED = 1
Do not read, code main answer. For
"other" categories, If not health,
transportation, moved or
institutionalized, mark 40.
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31 Family responsibilities/childcare
32 No support at home for attending
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269

school
40 Any other reason
41 Health reasons
42 Transportation problems
43 Moved
45 De-institutionalized
TRANSTO:
Now we're going to talk about adult education since
\W2MONTH and \W2YEAR.
GE3DCRNT:
Are you currently in a class or program to improve
your reading, writing or math skills (or prepare for the
GED tests)?
0 NO SKIP TO GE3D12MO
1 YES

GEDDEFCR:
What kind of class or program are you in? For
example,
1) are you taking classes at a community college?
If yes, ask:
2) do the students mainly work by themselves?
or
3) are classes mainly instructed by a teacher to
the whole group?
4) Being tutored individually?
5) Going to a drop in learning center?
6) In a full time program such as STEPS or JOB
CORPS?
7) Guided home study program
8) Other
GEDDEFO:
Specify other
GE3DWKSC:
How many weeks have you gone to the class or
program you are currently in?
GEDSAME:
Were you participating in this same program when we
interviewed you in \W2MONTH of \W2year?
0. No
1 Yes
GE3DHRSC:
How many hours do you go to that class or program
wave3v3.doc

NOW2FLAG=1

ALL
If have GED, omit (or prepare for the
GED tests).

If GE3DCRNT = 1
Read all, mark all that apply. This is
referring to the current class. IF they
say yes to #1, ask 2 and 3 and mark only
the appropriate one. If neither 2 or 3 is
correct, mark 1.

If GEDDEFCR = 8

If less than 1week, mark 1.
If GE3DWKSC > W23WEEKS
Asked only if the number of weeks in
program exceeds time since last
interview.
Probe to be sure it is total hours per
week, not hours in a day.
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276

277

each week?
GE3D12MO:
(In addition to the current one) have you taken any
courses to prepare for a GED or improve your reading,
writing or math skills between \W2MONTH of
\W2YEAR and now?
0 No
SKIPTO GEDNUM
1 Yes
GE3DMANY:
(In addition to the current one), how many different
courses did you take?

ALL
If not currently enrolled, omit (In
addition to the current one).

If GE3D12MO=1
If not currently in a class omit (text).
Probe to be sure different courses. New
terms start a new course.

GEDNUM: calculated
GEDNUM= GE3DCRNT+GE3DMANY. If GE3DCRNT = 1, GEDNUM = GEDNUM +1.
GEDCHECK:
So that is \GEDNUM course(s) (including the one you
If not currently enrolled omit (including
are currently in) that you have participated in since
the one you are currently in).
\W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
0 No - incorrect number SKIPTO GE3DMANY
1 Yes - correct number
GE3DEVR:
If GEDNUM = 0
So I just need to confirm that you have not taken any
courses to
improve your reading, writing or math skills to prepare
for the GED
since \:W2MONTH: of \:W2YEAR:, right?
0 Right, have not taken classes SKIP PREHELPG
1 Not right, have taken classes
If GEDCHECK=1 and GE3DCRNT=1 GOTO
PREHELP
GE3DWKS1:
If (GEDNUM =1 and GE3DCRNT = 0)
Since we interviewed you in \W2MONTH of
or GEDNUM >1
\W2YEAR, how many weeks did you go to the most
Have taken more than one or current
recent course or program?
course.
GE3DHRS1:
If GEDNUM=1 and GE3DCRNT=0
How many hours did you go to that course or program
each week?
GEDDEF1:
Read answers, mark one
What kind of course or program was the most recent
one? For example,
1) were you taking classes at a community college?
2) Being tutored individually?
3) Going to a drop in learning center?
4) In a full time program such as STEPS or JOB
CORPS?
5) Home study program
6) Other
Loop for each class attended. Number at end of variable label indicates which class.
GE3DWKS$:
If (GEDNUM =2 and GEDCRNT = 1)
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Since we interviewed you in \W2MONTH of
\W2YEAR, how many weeks did you go to the course
or program before that one?
GE3DHRS$:
How many hours did you go to that class or program
each week?
GEDDEF$:
What kind of class or program was that one?
1 were you taking classes at a community college?
2 Being tutored individually?
3 Going to a drop in learning center?
4 In a full time program such as STEPS or JOB
CORP?
5 Guided home study program
6 Other
PREHELPG:
If GE2DEVR =0 and GEDNUM = 0 Goto INTROSE
PREHELP:
The next questions are about changes you may have
noticed as a result of taking classes to improve your
reading, writing or math skills or prepare for a GED.
GE3DHELP:
To what extent did these classes help improve your
skills? Would you say a lot, some, a little, none?
1. A lot
2. Some
3. A little
4. None
CH3GDAY:
How much has taking classes in the last two years
influenced you to:
CH3GDAY1:
Make new friends or acquaintances?
1. A great deal
2. A moderate amount
3. A little
4. Not at all
CH3GDAY2:
Make lifestyle changes such as diet/exercise
CH3GDAY3:
Make other relationship changes?
CH3GDAY4:
Do new activities?
CH3GDAY5:
Feel more confident or feel better about yourself?
CH3GDAY6:
Change how you work with your children?
ST3OPED:
Have you stopped going to a class since \W2MONTH
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GOTO PREHELP
If GEDNUM >2 Loop thru GEDNUM$
Multiply days of class times hours per
day.

END LOOP

If (GEDEVER = 0 and GE2DEVR = 0
and GEDNUM=0) GOTO GE3DTEST
(The next series is asked of everyone
who has ever taken a ABE/GED class)
This series of Q's asked if attended
classes between Waves 1 and 3

If GEDNUM =>1 OR GE2DEVER = 1
CH3GDAY6 not asked if no dependant
child

If GE2DCRNT =1 or GEDNUM>0
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of \W2YEAR?
0 NO GOTO INTROSE
1 YES
YS3TPABE:
Why did you stop attending the last program you were
in?
10 Any school reason
11 Term ended
12 transferred to another program
13 continued on own
14 Problem with teacher/tutor
15 Conflict with other students
16 Not learning enough or fast enough
17 Met goals or GOT A GED
20 Any work reason
21 Work schedule
22 Got a job
30 Any family reason
31 Family responsibilities/childcare
3 No support at home for attending
school
40 Any other reason
41 Health reasons
42 Transportation problems
43 Moved
45 De-institutionalized
YS3TPOTHR:
Specify other reason
INTROSE:
In the next questions, we want to know what kind of
learning you may have done on your own to improve
your reading, writing or math skills or to prepare for a
GED.
SE3LFED:
Going back to the first time we interviewed you in
\:W1MONTH: of \:W1YEAR: have you studied or
practiced on your own with the intention to improve
your reading, writing, or math skills or prepare for the
GED?
0 No Skip GE3DTEST
1 Yes
SELFWORK:
Was that practicing or studying that you did on your
own or that a teacher assigned or both?
1 Teacher assigned
2 On Own
3 Both
BOTHMUCH:
How much of the work you did was assigned by the
teacher, would you say only a little, about half, or most
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If ST3OPED = 1
Do not read, code main answer. For
"other" categories, If not health,
transportation, moved or
institutionalized, mark 40.

If YS3TPABE = 40

Include English language skills if that
comes up.

If SELFWORK=3
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299
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of it.
1 Only a little
2 About half
3 Most of it
HOMEWORK:
Was that...
1 Studying on your own to prepare for the GED?
2 Studying on your own to improve your reading,
writing or math skills?
3 Both GED preparation and Skill improvement?
SELFGED:
To prepare for the GED, what topics were you
studying?
1 Language arts (English)
2 Writing
3 Math
4 Science
5 Social studies
6 Other
SELFGEDC:
Specify other:
SELFABE:
To improve your reading, writing or math skills, what
did you practice?
01 Vocabulary or spelling
02 Punctuation and grammar
03 Writing for business
04 Creative writing
05 Reading comprehension
06 Reading speed
07 Adding, subtracting, multiplying or dividing
08 Algebra or geometry
09 Advanced math
19 Other
SELFABEC:
Specify other
SELFMATS:
What are some of the ways you have been studying? I
am going to read a list, tell me yes if you use that one.
1 Using GED workbooks
2 Using books to improve vocabulary, spelling or
writing
3 Use math work books
4 Watching educational TV shows or videos
5 Using audio tapes (cassettes)
6 Using computer or CD ROMs
7 Other
SELFMATO:
Specify other:
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If HOMEWORK(1,3)
Read all, mark all that apply.
This will generate variables SELFGED16

If SELFGED(6)
If HOMEWORK(2,3)
Read all, mark all that apply.
This will generate variables SELFABE19

If SELFABE(10)
If SE3LFED(1)
Read all, mark all that apply.
This will generate variables SELFMAT17

If SELFMATS=7
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HOWMANY:
Since \:W1MONTH: of \:W1year: have there been
different periods of time when you were more focused
on skill development than usual?
How many periods of time would you say there were?
0-99
SELFOFT:
Thinking about the most recent period), how much
time per week did you spend studying with the
intention of developing your reading,
writing or math skills?
SELFWEEK:
How many weeks did that period last?
0-999
SELFSAME:
Did the other periods of time when you were studying
on your own last about the same number of weeks for
about the same time per week?
0 No
1 Yes
SELFEX:
Use appropriate probe such as "Tell me more about that
or "Give me an example?" to elicit a description of
what their pattern looks like.
GE3DTEST
Have you taken any of the GED tests the last time we
interviewed you?
0 NO SKIP TO INTROCMP
1 Yes
GE3DOR:
Was that in Oregon?
0 No
1 YES
If SS3NFLAG = 1 and GE3DOR = 1 GOTO
GE3DPREP
GE3DWT:
Which ones did you take?
1 Language arts
2 Math
3 Science
4 Social Studies
5 Writing
6 Not Sure
GE3DPASS:
Which ones did you pass?
1 English
2 Math
3 Science
4 Social Studies
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Enter 0 for no, meaning continuous. 1
means one discrete period.

Omit (Thinking... )if continuous or one
period. We are looking for a description
such as number of hours or minutes per
Week.
If HOWMANY >1

This text data will not appear in SPSS

ALL

If SS3NFLAG = 0 or GE3DOR = 0
Mark all that apply.
This will generate variables
GE3DWT1-5

Mark all that apply.
This will generate variables
GE3DPASS1-5
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315
316
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5 Writing
6 DK
If GE3DTEST = 1
GE3DPREP:
Mark all that apply
How did you prepare for the tests:
This will generate variables
Didn't prepare, just took test, Self-study, Class,
GE3DPREP1-5
Tutoring?
1 Didn't prepare
2 Self-study
3 Class
4 Tutor
5 Other
Define variable COMPUSR "computer user W1" and CM2PUSER "computer user W2".
A WEBTV user does NOT qualify as a computer user.
ALL
INTROCMP:
Now we would like to talk about your use of
computers.
CM3NWUSR:
If CM2PUSER = 0
Since \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR have you used a
computer?
Calculate: If compusr = 1 or cm2pusr =
0 No
1 or cm3nwusr = 1 then cm3pusr = 1
1 Yes
WEBTV:
ALL
Since \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR have you used a
webTV or other internet connection devise?
0 No
1 Yes
CO3MPACS:
ALL
Do you have a computer or other internet connection
like a WebTV that is available to you at home?
0 No
1 Computer SKIP TO CM3PWHEN
2 WebTV or other internet connection devise
3 Both SKIP TO CM3PWHEN
CO3MPWHR:
If CO3MPACS = 0 or 2
I am going to read a list of places you might use a
computer. Tell me yes if you can use a computer there.
Can you use a computer at…
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
CO3MPFR: Friend or family's house?
CO3MPLIB: the library?
CO3MPsch: School?
If GEDCRNT = 1 or PSECRNT = 1
CO3MPwrk: Work?
If Employed >0
CO3MPOTH: Any other place?
CO3MPNON:
If CO3MPWHR - CO3MPOTH = 0
So you don't have any access to computers?
Verifies no access
0 No access
1 Yes access Goto CO3MPOTH
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322

323

324
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CO3MPDO:
Do you actually use a computer at \CO3MPWHR ?
0 No
1 Yes
CO3MPWHY:
What is the main reason you don't use a computer
there?
If CM3PUSR = 0 and WEBTV = 1 GOTO
WEBTVGAM
CM3PWHEN:
How long ago did you sit down at a computer for the
very first time?
CM3PWHE2:
Record whether collected in Years or Months
1 Years
2 Months
COMPYLRN$:
Why did you first learn to use the computer?
1. Needed skill for work
2. Had access to computer
3. Had access to help
4. Needed to learn for School
5. Personal interest
6. Communicate with other people
7. Keep up with children
8. Play games
9. Other
COMPHOW$:
How did you begin learning?
1. part of K-12 curriculum
2. teach yourself by trial and error
3. teach yourself by reading screen/help or a manual
4. learn on the job
5. take a class
6. have a friend or family member teach you
7. hire an expert to teach you
8. combination of the above
9. other
LRNWCOMP:
Now that you know more about computers, how would
you prefer to learn new computer skills? I'm going to
read a list, tell me yes or no for each one.
1. teach yourself by trial and error
2. teach yourself by reading the help screen
3. teach yourself by reading a manual
4. take a class
5. have a friend or family member teach you
6. hire an expert to teach you
7. DK
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If CM3PUSR = 1 and any CO3MPFRNON = 1

If CO3MPDO = 0
If CM3PUSR = 0 GOTO SNCOMPTR

If CM3PUSR = 1

If CM3PUSR = 1
Do NOT read responses. Check all that
apply.
This will generate variables
COMPYLR1-9:

Do not read answers. Code and verify
response. If necessary, probe by asking:
Trial and error? Reading the screen or
manual? Someone help you?
Check all that apply.
This will generate variables
COMPHOW1-9:

Read all, mark all that apply
This will generate variables
LRNWCOMP 1-6
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PRECPACT:
Now we are going to talk about some activities you
might do on the computer. For each one tell me yes or
no. If you do the activity, I would like you to tell me
how often you do it using this guide.
CO3MPNTW: Do you use the Internet?
0 No
1 Yes
CO3MPNTX; How often Do you use the internet
1 Everyday
2 A few times a week
3 Once a week
4 Less than once a week
5 Rarely

330
331

CO3MPEMW: Email or chats or instant messaging?
CO3MPEMX: How often Email or chats

332
333

CO3MPWPW: Write using a word processing
program?
CO3MPWPX: How often do you Write using a word
processing program?

If CM3PUSR = 1

334

335

CO3MPXLW: Spreadsheet program or a financial
program, such as an electronic checkbook, money
management, or a tax program?
CO3MPXLX: How often do you use Spreadsheet
programs or financial programs, such
as an electronic checkbook, money management, or a
tax program?

336

337

338
339

CO3MPDEW: Data entry or business forms (including
calendars and
address books)?
CO3MPDEX: How often Data entry or business forms
(including calendars and
address books)?
CO3MPROW: Do you do computer programming?
CO3MPROX: How often Computer programming

340
341

CO3MLRNW: Learning exercises such as typing or
using a CD ROM
CO3MLRNX: How often Learning exercises such as
typing or using a CD ROM
PREWEBTV:
Now we are going to talk about some activities you
might on the internet. For each one tell me yes or no.
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If WEBTV= 1 and CM3PUSR=0
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351

If you do the activity home or at work, I would like you
to tell me how often you do it using this guide.
WEBTVNET: Do you use the Internet
WEBTVNTX How often Do you use the internet
WEBTVEML: Email or chats or instant messaging?
WEBTVEMX: How often Email or chats or instant
messaging?
COMPNET:
How do you use the internet?
1. Shopping
2. Investigating interests (such as hobbies, travel, TV
programs or movies)
3. News, sports or weather
4. Health information
5. Access service providers (such as the library or
health provider)
6. Finances (bank account, credit cards, day trading)
7. Other:
COMPNETO:
Specify other uses of internet
COMPHRWEK:
How many hours a week do you usually use a
computer?
-1 to 999
DK
WEBTVHRS:
How many hours a week do you usually use webtv?
-1 to 999
DK
CH3NGCMP:
Compared to when we interviewed you \W2MONTH
of \W2YEAR, have you noticed any changes in your
uses of the computer, in your computer ability, in your
interest in the computer, or in your confidence in using
the computer?
0 No SKIPTO COMPSKILL
1 Yes
2 DK
CO3MPMR:
How much do you use the computer now compared to
last \W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
1. Less
2. Same
3. More
4. DK
SNCOMPTR:
Do you talk about using the computer with people you
know who can help you with computer questions?
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If WEBTV = 1 and CM3PUSR = 0.

If CO3MPNTW =1 or WEBTVNET = 1
Read all and mark all that apply.
This will generate variables
COMPNET1-7.

If COMPNET=7
IF CM3PUSR =1
If less than one hour, put -1

If WEBTV = 1 and CM3PUSR =0
If less than one hour, put -1

If CO3MPUSR =1

If CM3PUSR=1 and CO2MPUSR=1

ALL
This is where non-users pick up.
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358

0 No
1 Yes
COMPWP:
Can you tell me what a word processing program is
used for?
0 Don't know
1 Correct answer
2 Guessed right
3 Guessed wrong

COMPSS:
Can you tell me what a spreadsheet program is used
for?
0 Don't know
1 Correct answer
2 Guessed right
3 Guessed wrong
COMPBRW:
Can you tell me what a Browser or a search engine
does?
0 Don't know
1 Correct answer
2 Guessed right
3 Guessed wrong
COMPKEYW:
Can you tell me what a keyword is for?
0 Don't know
1 Correct answer
2 Guessed right
3 Guessed wrong
If CM3PUSR=1Goto HO3ME
COMPTRY:
Have you ever sat down in front of a computer and
tried to do anything on it?
0. No
GOTO COMPFUTR
1. Yes
COMPHOW:
Was that
1. by yourself
2. with someone helping you
3. in a group or class situation?
COMSTOP:
Why did you stop learning the computer?
1. No access
2. No help
3. No need
4. Didn't like it
5. Changed situation
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ALL
The following 4 questions are more
concerned with vocabulary than technical
knowledge.
Judge the answer and code below. The
name of a particular word processing
application (wordperfect, word, write,
etc) or a description of a particular
function or product is fine.
ALL
Judge the answer and code below. The
name of a particular spreadsheet (Excel,
Lotus) application or a description of a
particular function or product is fine.

ALL
Judge the answer and code below. The
name of a particular web portal is fine
(eg: Yahoo) or an example of how to use
it is fine.

ALL
Judge the answer and code below. An
example of how one would use it or a
URL is OK.

If CO3MPUSR = 0

IF COMPTRY = 1

IF COMPTRY = 1
Do not read, code response. Mark one
main reason
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6. Other
COMPFUTR:
Do you think you might learn how to use computers at
some time in the future?
0. No
1. Yes
HO3ME:
Now we are going to talk more about learning at home.
People do a lot of things at home that we don't usually
think of as education, but which help us learn and
practice our skills.
PR3EHLIT:
I am going to read a list of activities that some people
do as part of their personal or household business at
home. If you do the activity please tell often you using
this chart.
HL3ITPR$a:
Do you ever _____?
0. No→Next item
1. Yes (HL3ITX)
a) Read directions or instructions for medicines,
recipes, or other products
b) read or do math for bank accounts, credit cards.
c) Use an ATM
d) read street maps
e) read entertainment schedules or TV guides
f) read the news section of the newspaper
g) Read fiction (stories, novels)
h) Read non-fiction (eg: history, religious, science,
self help)
i) Read magazines or comic books
j) Write in a diary or write stories or poems
k) Write notes, letters or email at home
l) Read manuals or reference books, including
catalogs or parts lists
m) Do math at home
HL3ITX$a:
How often do you do __________?
1 Every Day
2 A few times a week
3 Once a week
4 Less than once a week
5 Rarely
NALSE1:
Now I'd like to talk to you about what you read in
English. First,let's talk about newspapers. How often
do you read a newspaper - every day, a few times a
week, once a week, less than once a week, or never?
1 Every Day
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If CO3MPUSR = 0

ALL

ALL
This is a repeat measure over all waves

SHOW HAND CARD

For comparability with NALS.
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2 A few times a week
3 Once a week
4 Less than once a week
5 Never
NALSE4:
Next, I'd like to ask you about books you may have
read in English
recently. I will read a list of different types of books.
Would
you please tell me which of these types of books you've
read in English
in the past six months, if any? Have you read...
1 Fiction?
2 Recreation or entertainment?
3 Current affairs or history?
4 Inspiration or religion?
5 Science or social science?
6 Reference, such as encyclopedias or dictionaries?
7 Manuals for cooking, operating, repairing, or
building?
8 Any other types of books?
(-) 9 None
NALSE4O:
Specify other type of book:
HM3LIT1:
On your days off, how much time in a day do you
usually spend at home reading, writing or doing math?
0-999
HM3LIT2:
On work days, how much time in a day do you usually
spend reading, writing or doing math in your personal
life?
0-999
HM3LIT:
How much time in a day do you usually spend at home
reading, writing or doing math?
0-999

For comparability with NALS.
Read all, code all that apply. Include
course books.
Will generate variables NALSE41-8.

If NALSE4(8)
If EMPLOYED =1,2
Remind R of activities they said they do
at home. Record time in minutes.
If EMPLOYED =1,2
Record time in minutes.

If EMPLOYED =0
Remind R of activities they said they do
at home. Record time in minutes

If HH3RELAT

376

PR3ECHLD:
Now I'd like to talk about activities you may do with or
for the children in your home.
CH3LDRED:
I know that there may be different demands on your
time from week to week, and that the children in your
home may have different needs. But considering just
last week,
Did you read to or with the children in your home?
0 No
1 Yes
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If HH3AGE < 10
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2 Refused
CH3LDRDX:
How many times last week?
1 1or 2 times
2 2 3+
CH3LDWRK:
Thinking about most weeks during the school year, do
you usually help any of the children in your home with
school work?
0 No
1 Yes
2 Home schooling
3 REF
4 NA
CH3LDWKX:
How many times in a usual school week?
1 1 or 2 times
2 3+
CH3DTCHR:
Last school year 1999- 2000, did you talk with your
child’s/children’s teacher, volunteer at your
child’s/children’s school or attend any school events?
0. No
1. Yes
CH3DTCHX:
About how many times in total did you do that in the
1999-2000 school year?
0-999
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If CH3LDRED = 1

If HH3AGE > 7 and < 17 and
HHERELAT1-N= 6
Use Everyday handcard. Emphasize
"Never" verbally because it isn't on card.

If CH3LDWRK=1

Includes parent day, school events.

If CH3DTCHR =1
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Household Income
In studies like this, households are sometimes grouped according
to income. Some households have more than one family living
together. For these questions, consider as family anyone who lives
in this household and who is related to you by blood, marriage,
adoption or is a partner with whom you share expenses.
382

383

384

385

EL3SEFT:
Including yourself, how many people in your family are employed
or work for pay or wages full-time (35 hours or more)?
None
1
2
3+
EL3SEPT:
Including yourself, how many people in your family are employed
or work for pay or wages part-time (1 to 34 hours)?
None
1
2
3+
TY3PEINC:
Did you or anyone in your family receive any of the following
during the past 12 months:
1. Social Security, retirement or disability payments
2. Temporary Aid to Needy Families (used to be AFDC)
3. Food or housing support (Food stamps, WIC, Section 8
housing)
4 Interest or dividends from savings or investment
5 Income from other sources, such as Veteran
Administration payments, workers or
unemployment compensation, child support,
alimony or rent from tenant.
6 None
FA3MINCM:
As best as you can determine, what was your total family income
in the past 12 months. Please include income from all sources for
all family members, such as salaries or other earnings, interest,
rent from non-family members, and support from government
programs.
Was it…
(SKIP IN2COMA) 1 Less than $5,000?
(SKIP IN2COMB) 2 Over $,5000 but less than $20,000?
(SKIP IN2COMC) 3 Over 20,000 but less than 30,000
(SKIP IN2COMD) 4 Over 30,000 but less than 40,000?
(SKIP IN2COME) 5 Over $40,000
6 DK GOTO If LD
7 REF GOTO If LD
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ALL
Repeat measures
Borrowed from NALS

If AL3ONE = 1 and EMPLOYED = 0
go to TY3PEINC

READ AND MARK ALL THAT APPLY.
Will generate variables TY3PEINC1-5

Read categories
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IN3COMA:
INTERVIEWER: read "over1000 but less than 3000"
7 none
8 less than $1000
9 1000 to 2,999
10 3000 to 4,999
IN3COMB:
11 5,000 to 7,499
12 7500 to 9999
13 10,000-14999
14 15000-19999
IN3COMC:
15 20,000-24,999
16 25,000-29,999
IN3COMD:
17 30,000-34,999
18 35,000-39,999
IN3COME:
19 40,000 – 49,999
20 50,000 – 59,999
21 60,000 or over
HHINCOME:
Approximately, what was your total household income for the last
12 months?
0 REF GOTO IFLD
1 DK GOTO IFLD
VERIFYIN:
So that \ HHINCOME supported \ HH3SIZE last year?
0 No
1 Yes GOTO If LD
2 Ref GOTO If LD
CORRINCM:
Explain
FLD
IFLD: If LD = 0 GOTO ALMOST
LDINTRO:
When we first interviewed you, you mentioned that you consider
yourself to have a learning disability. We would like to
understand a little more about that.
LDWHEN:
About how old were you when you first realized or discovered that
you had a learning disability?
LDHOW:
How did you discover that you had a learning disability
LDTEST:
Were you ever tested for your learning disability?
0 No
1 Yes
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If VERIFYIN = 0

If W1 LD = yes
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2 Don’t remember
LDWHAT:
I am going to read a list of activities. Thinking about your
disability, tell me if each activity is particularly hard for you, easy
or neither easy or hard.
LDWHAT1: Filling out forms:
1 Hard,
2 easy
0 neither easy or hard.
LDWHAT2:Adding and subtracting small numbers in your head
LDWHAT3:Remembering how to spell simple words you know: :
Hard, easy or neither easy or hard
LDWHAT4:Memorizing numbers
LDWHAT5: Taking notes:
Hard, easy or neither easy or hard
LDWHAT6: Recognizing words or letters
LDWHAT7: Concentrating
0
LDELHRD: Any thing else that is particularly hard?
0 No
1 Yes
LDWHATO:
Specify in R's own words
LDHELP:
When it became known that you had a learning disability, did
anyone help you?
0. No Skip to LDAVOID
1. Yes
LDHELPER:
Who tried to help you?
1) Parents
2) Other adults
3) Teacher or School counselor
4) Doctor or health practitioner
5) other
LDHLPTYP:
What type of help did they offer/provide for you?
1. Medication
2. Skill development
3. Counseling
4. Special education
5. Physical therapy
6. Other
LDAVOID:
Since you finished \GRDCOMP grade, have you ever found
yourself avoiding a situation because of your learning disability?
0. No
1. Yes
2. DK
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If LDELHRD = 1

Code all that apply
This will generate variables
LDHELPR1-5

Code all that apply
This will generate variables
LDHLPTY1-5
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LDEMPLOY:
Has your learning disability ever been a problem for you in
finding or doing your job?
0. No
1. Yes
2. DK
LDASK:
Have you ever asked for help with your learning disability at
work?
0. No
1. Yes skip to LDGOT
LDRELUCT:
Have you ever wanted to ask (at work or adult ed program) but
were reluctant to?
0. No
1. Yes
2. DK
LDGOT:
Did you get the help you asked for?
0. No
1. Yes
LDGOAL:
Since finishing \GRDCOMP grade, have learning difficulties
affected your educational goals?
0. No
1. Yes
LDGOALWT:
Describe:
LDABETCH:
Do/did your adult education teachers know about your learning
disability?
0. No
1. Yes
LDASKABE:
Have you received any help with your learning disability at an
adult education program?
0. No
1. Yes
LDABEWHT:
What kind of help have you gotten?
LDWISH:
Is there any help with regard to your learning disability you would
like to have?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
LDWISHWT:
What assistance would you like to have?
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LDFAM:
As far as you know, does anyone else in your family have a
learning disability?
0. No
1. Yes
2. DK
LDFAMWHO:
Who is that?
1) parent
2) sibling
3) child
4) spouse
5) other
ALMOST:
We are almost finished with the interview. We are going to briefly
talk about health and about participating in the community, then
we will be done.
HEALTH:
Now we'd like to ask you some questions about your activities and
your opinions of the health care you receive.
HL3THRT: Overall, how would you rate your health. Let's use
this scale:
1 Excellent
2 Very good
3 Good
4 Fair
5 Poor
HL3THRTC:
Would you say that any of your children had only fair or poor
health?
0 No, they all have good health
1. Fair
2. Poor
ILLCHILD:
Do any of your children have any of the following health
problems:
1. asthma
2. repeated infections such as ear infections
3. allergies
4. other
5. No
ILLCHILO:
Specify other health problem.
WALK:
Using this card, tell me how often do you usually do the following
activities…
Walk for at least 30 minutes at a time?
1. Everyday
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If HH3RELAT1-N = 6
May need to prompt: "would you say
fair or poor?"
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If ILLCHILD=4
ALL
Use Everyday handcard. Emphasize
"never" verbally. Walking for 30
minutes cumulatively throughout the
day does NOT count.
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424

425

426

427

428
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2. Several times a week
3. Once a week,
4. Less than once a week,
5. Rarely or Never
STRENUOS:
How often do you usually do strenuous activities such as running,
playing basketball, riding a bike, dancing, stair climbing, or heavy
lifting and labor or other strenuous steady activity?
1. Everyday
2. Several times a week
3. Once a week,
4. Less than once a week,
5. Rarely or Never
DRINK:
Drink alcoholic beverages, such as beer, wine, or liquor?
1. Everyday
2. Several times a week
3. Once a week,
4. Less than once a week,
5. Rarely or Never
DRINKX:
On the days that you drink alcohol, how many drinks do you have,
on average?
a. one
b. two
c. three
d. four or more
SMOKET2:
Did you smoke cigarettes in \:W2Month: of \:W2Year:?
0 Never smoked
1 Used to but quit
2 Yes, currently smoke less than 1 pack a day
3 Yes, currently smoke a pack a day or more
WEIGHT:
I’m going to give you some choices to describe your weight,
please choose one. Would you say you are:
1. Underweight
2. About right
3. Up to 30 pounds overweight
4. 30 pounds overweight or more
PHYSICAL:
When was the last time you had a check up or annual exam ?
1. Within past year
2. 1-2 years ago
3. More than 2 years ago
PGW2:
When we interviewed you last \:W2MONTH: of \:W2Year: we
asked about how many times you went to the doctor. Later we
realized the answer might be different if you were pregnant at the
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431

432

433

434

435

436

time. Were you pregnant in \:W2MONTH: of \:W2year:?
0. No
1 Yes
PR3OVIDR:
Is there a place that you usually go to when you are sick or need
advice about your health?
0 No, I do not have a usual provider SKIP HEALTHY
1. Yes, I usually go to the same provider
2. I have two or more places that I usually go or doctors I usually
see.
CARESAT:
The next questions are about the health care you receive.
How satisfied are you with your usual source of health care, such
as your specific doctor, clinic, or HMO?
1. Very dissatisfied
2. Somewhat dissatisfied
3. Somewhat satisfied
4. Very satisfied
DRLISTEN:
Do You feel that your doctor listens to you and answers all of your
questions? Would you say…
1. Yes
2. Usually
3. Sometimes
4. Rarely or Never
DRSPEAK:
Do you feel that your doctor speaks to you or gives you
instructions in ways that are easy to understand? Would you say…
1. Yes
2. Usually
3. Sometimes
4. Rarely or Never
DRWRITE:
When the doctor gives you written material, such as appointment
slips or information, are these written in a way that are easy to
read and understand? Would you say…
1. Yes
2. Usually
3. Sometimes
4. Rarely or Never
HEALTHY:
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following
statements:
1. Disagree strongly
2. Disagree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree somewhat
5. Agree strongly
INSURCST:
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Health insurance is not worth the money it costs
PERSRISK:
I'm more likely to take risks than the average person
OVERCOME:
I can overcome illness without help from a medically trained
person
REMEDY:
Drugs prescribed by a doctor are usually better than home
remedies
BEHAVIOR:
If I get sick, it is my own behavior that determines how soon I get
well again
MYHEALTH:
Most doctors understand my health better than I do
SELFINS:
Do you currently have health insurance for yourself?
0 No
1 Yes
INSPROV:
Who provides your health insurance?
1. Employment
2. Oregon Health Plan or Medicaid
3. Privately Purchased
4. Other, (e.g., military)
CHLDINS:
Do your children currently have health insurance?
0 No
1 Yes
CHLDPROV:
Who provides your children's health insurance?
1. Employment
2. Oregon Health Plan or Medicaid
3. Privately Purchased
4. Other, (e.g., military)
SELF12MO:
Have you had health insurance during the entire time since
\W2MONTH of \W2YEAR?
0 No
1 Yes
CHLD12MO:
Have your children had health insurance during the entire time
since \W2MONTH of W2YEAR
0 No
1 Yes
HLTHINFO:
During the past year, have you obtained any information about
health, such as diet, disease prevention, or a specific health
condition from any of the following sources:
HLTHTV: From Television or Radio?
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0 No SKIPTO HLTHMAGS
1 Yes
HLTHTVX:
Would you say a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little?
1 A great deal
2. A moderate amount
3. A little
HLTHMAGS
Magazines or newspapers?
0 No SKIPTO HLTHWWW
1 Yes
HLTHMAGX:
How much information do you get from magazines or
newspapers, a great deal
, a moderate amount, or a little?
1. A great deal
2. A moderate amount
3. A little
HLTHWWW:
The Internet or World Wide Web
0
No SKIPTO HLTHWWW
1
Yes
HLTHWWWX:
Would that be a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal of
information from the internet?
1. A great deal
2. A moderate amount
3. A little
HLTHBOOK:
Books or brochures.
0
No SKIPTO HLTHPRO
1
Yes
HLTHBOKX
Would you say that you learned a little, a moderate amount, or a
great deal from books or brochures?
1. A great deal
2. A moderate amount
3. A little
HLTHPRO:
Have you learned about health issues from health care
professionals, such as doctors, nurses, or therapists?
0 No SKIPTO HLTHFAM
1 Yes
HLTHPROX:
How much would you say you've learned from health care
professionals?
1. A great deal
2. A moderate amount
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3. A little
HLTHFAM:
Family or friends
0 No SKIPTO HLTHOTHR
2
Yes
3
HLTHFAMX:
How much information about your health have you learned from
your family, a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal?
1. A great deal
2. A moderate amount
3. A little
HLTHOTHR:
Have you learned about health issues from any other sources?
0 No SKIPTO PRECIVIC
1 Yes
HLTHOTHW:
What other sources of information do you have?
HLTHOMCH:
Would you say that you learned a
great deal, a moderate amount, a little from \: HLTHOTHW?
1. A great deal
2. A moderate amount
3. A little
4 None
PRECIVIC:
We just have a few more questions about your involvement in the
community in the last 12 months.
PARTCHR:
IN the past 12 months, have you participated in activities through
your church beyond attending services?
0 No
1 Yes
PARTSOC: social or sports group activities?
0 No
1 Yes
PARTNBR: neighborhood activities such as attending a
neighborhood association meeting or participating in a
neighborhood campaign?
0 No
1 Yes
PARTVOLN: Volunteering (other than activities through church)
0 No
1 Yes
PARTPOL: political campaigning such as circulating petitions or
get out the vote or local Party or issue work?
0 No
1 Yes
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CVSKILL:
Here is a list of things that people sometimes have to do as part of
their jobs or for the activities we’ve just talked about. After I read
each one, please tell me whether or not you have engaged in that
activity in the last six months. Have you…
CVSKILL1: Written a letter?
0 NO
1 Yes
CVSKILL2:
Gone to a meeting where you took part in making decisions?
CVSKILL3: Planned or chaired a meeting?
CVSKILL4: Given a presentation or speech?
Vote2000:
Will/Did you vote in the presidential election 2000 Gore vs Bush?
0 No
1 Yes SKIPTO HOPE
2 DK
VOTREG:
Are you registered to vote?
0 No
1 Yes
2 Not eligible to vote
HOPE:
Using the scale shown below, please select the number that best
describes YOU.
1 Definitely false
2 Mostly false
3 Mostly true
4 Definitely true
HOPE1:
I can think of many ways to get out of a jam.
HOPE2:
I energetically pursue my goals
HOPE3: I feel tired most of the time
HOPE4: There are lots of ways around any problem
HOPE5: I am easily downed in an argument
HOPE6: I can think of many ways to get the things in life that are
most important to me
HOPE7: I worry about my health
HOPE8: Even when others get discouraged, I know I can find a
way to solve the problem
HOPE9: My past experience have prepared me well for my future
HOPE10: I've been pretty successful in life
HOPE11 I usually find myself worrying about something
HOPE12: I meet the goals that I set for myself
END INTERVIEW
INTERVIEWER QUESTIONNAIRE:
These questions not asked of respondent.
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ENVIRONMENT NOTES:
DISRUPT:
Describe any disruptions or problems that may have
influenced the quality of data:
(TEXT)
HOMEOBJ:
Were the objects in their home and the home environment
consistent with the responses given in the interview?
0 No
0 Yes
SUBJECT NOTES:
INTOX:
Do you have any reason to suspect that R was medicated or under
the influence of drugs or alcohol or cognitively
impaired in any other way? Describe.
CULT:
Describe any language or cultural difficulties in understanding the
questions or answers as far as you could tell.
TESTDIST:
Was R interrupted or distracted while taking the tests?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
TESTANX:
Did R appear to have any stress or anxiety about taking the test?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
TESTREAD:
Did R appear to have difficulty reading?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
TESTSER:
Did R appear to take the exam seriously?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
NOTES:
Is there anything you observed or were told that is not captured in
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the data that may be important information for the study or that
will assist the next person interviewing?
(TEXT)
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